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****~~************************************************************** ON TIlli COVER: 
I know that customizing of cars is making.a comeback and that trick 
vans seem to be on the decline but I would like to see if we have 
any of these super trick vans in our club! Sometimes they are really 
done up with paint or extra body work like th~s one by Neil Nelson 
in Appleton Wisc. This is one of a series g~ven to me by Paul 
Henrich la;t fall. I have written to Neil tr~ing to get some more 
information on this neat ride. I would also l~ke to reque~t that 
anyone else out there who has done some custom work on the~r FC 
to take some pictures (all returnable) and jot down some details 
of the work done and we will take care of the rest. I personally 
think this kind of work is super and would like to ~ee some more. 
This is not to say we don't like stock or "conc0l:lrs 95s we will 
take all the pictures and info on YOUR FC to publ~sh. Thanks. 

$$$$$$$ PLEASE NOTE :$$$$$$ 
A short note from our sect/tres: Caroline Silvey. It seems that 
there are some problems with checks or money-orders c?mi~g from 
Canad~. Caroline asks that you please note the amount ~s ~n US 
dollars. Dealing with small amount the exchange and handl~ng ~harg?s 
can eat into our small dues. Thank you for your cooperat~on ~n th~s 
matter. 
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ltiIRE WHEEL COVERS AND FCs 

I have a '63 Corvan and I have been collecting literature about 
FCs. I have two different sales catalogs and in one it claims that 
wire wheel covers are not available and in another it shows a 
picture of wire wheels covers as an option! So what would you do if 
you had two different views?? That's right I wrote a letter to my 
Corvanatic tech rep to get the real scoop. I thought Dave Newell's 
answer was good enough to expand into an article for this issue ••••• 

I received your letter re wire wheel covers and this subject has 
surfaced over the years many times. Actually, both brochures that 
you sent copies of are correct - it's just that they are talking 
about two different things! 

The '63 Corvair car/Greenbrier sales catalog lists factory options 
only - that is, they could only be ordered with the car and installed 
at the assembly plant. These are RPOs, or regular production options 
Wire wheel covers were RPOs for Corvair cars 1962-1969, but were not 
for Corvair 95s in any year. However, full wheel covers were an RPO 
for 95s in 1961-1965, the same as used on Impalas. 

On the other side of the coin, the truck Custom Feature Accessory 
catalog which you sent a copy of only shows dealer-installed access
ories, and these had part numbers. They were stocked In the dealer'S 
parts departments or could be ordered from Chevrolet for a customer's 
car. They were then installed by the dealer. Both RPOs and dealer
installed accessories are stock, providiilg the later are cOrrect for 
a given year. There are some cases when an item (such as Corvair car 
Wire wheel covers, ·95 heaters, west coast mirrors, etc) could be -
either RPOs or accessories, and in the earlier years these were call 
ed FOAs (Factory Ordered Accessory) when installed at the assembly 
plant. 

Ok, so, while car wire wheel covers could be RPOs or Dealer instal
led accessories, Corvair 95 wire wheel covers were dealer-installed 
only. They were of course 14" Impala wire wheel covers and nothing 
more, and carried the same part number,naturally. 

Now, as I'm sure you'll remember, there are two styles of 95 
wire wheel covers and car wire wheel covers in the years 1962-1965. 
There were no wire wheel covers at all in 1961. In 1962, 13- wire 
wheel covers were available forCorvairs and Chevy lIs, but there were 
no 14" in 1962 for Impalas or 95s. These were the two-bar cheaper 
style cover as shown in the '63 truck accessory catalog. 

In 1963, 14" wire wheel covers became available for the Impala. 
They were not officially listed in the dealer's price schedules for 
accessories as being applicable to 95s, but the sales boys did show 
them in the catalogs for 95s and they worked fine. I'm sure that 
many were installed on 95s and there is no question that they are 
stock for 1963. . 

In 1964-1965, the new 3-bar 14" wire wheel cover (and 13" on cars') 
was officially listed as applying to the 95s as an accessory. So the 
Wire wheel covers are "stock" for 95s for 1963-1965 only. 

I ·hope I've made this clear. You see, accessory merchandising in 
Chevrolet is entirely separate from factory options, sometimes thei.r 
do cross, though. 

Dave Newell. 
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